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The Day I Stopped Being Pretty, chronicles the life of a young, black, gay male who awakes

and finds himself in the emergency room after a failed suicide attempt, reflecting on the men

who shaped him into the person he has become.After waking up after failed suicide attempt, a

young, black, gay man begins to reflect on the vent of his life that led to this moment. His story

addresses the discovery of his burgeoning sexuality and his life filled with low self-esteem,

leading him to seek love in the arms of many to compensate for the love he never received

from his father. During the course of his life, we see his battle with substance abuse, physical

abuse, and sexual activities that lead to his eventual HIV diagnosis.After he shares the path

that led him to his own self-destruction, he realizes the love that he has sought in many others,

has always been in the one place he never looked: within himself.This raw and gritty story

spans twenty-seven year of the lead character’s life, as he faces racism, homophobia, rape,

and coping with being HIV positive. It is a story that shows the face of growing up black, living

gay, and staying positive. The Day I Stopped Being Pretty is one that shows triumph over

adversity and the ability to find the love we all search for: self-love.

About the AuthorRodney Lofton began his career as a freelance writer for Spice magazine. His

writing has also appeared in The Malebox, an African American gay publication, where he

wrote articles on current topics in gay black culture. He became a speaker in the HIV/AIDS

community after beating the odds of his own HIV diagnosis and has served as Keynote

Speaker and requested facilitator by the New Jersey World AIDS Day Celebration, the Ryan

White National Youth Conference, the United States Conference on AIDS, and countless

others. He is the author of his memoir The Day I Stopped Being Pretty and the novel No More

Tomorrows.
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More Praise for The Day I Stopped Being Pretty“The Day I Stopped Being Pretty is a

shockingly revealing look into the life of a gay black male. The author’s candor and exquisite

details allowed me the opportunity to learn about a lifestyle I didn’t understand. This book is so

brutally honest, it had me in tears. Kudos to the author, Rodney Lofton, for telling a story that

needed to be told. Thanks to him, my views have changed for the better.”—Tina Brooks

McKinney, author of All That Drama and Lawd, Mo’ Drama“The Day I Stopped Being Pretty

chronicles the life of Rodney Lofton from childhood to adulthood where he shares his good

times, low times, sexual encounters, relationships and love connections and the acceptance of

his sexual orientation…. Coming to the realization that he did not need to seek the love he so

desired to receive from his father, author Lofton found that he had the love all the time…in him

for he has come to a place where he can love himself.”—Sharel E. Gordon-Love, reviewer, A

Place of Our Own (APOOO) book club“Author Rodney Lofton brings an in-depth look into the

world of male—black male—homosexuality. Baring his soul, he masterfully tells his own

personal story of loneliness, depression, and low self-esteem as he sheds light on the lifestyle

many choose not to acknowledge. The result is an emotional, heart-tugging, non-fictional work

that will require many readers to look and question their own biases.”—Marsha D. Jenkins-

Sanders, author of The Other Side of Through“Rodney Lofton makes a stunning debut with his

memoir The Day I Stopped Being Pretty. He relates his journey from childhood to adulthood in

riveting and brutally honest detail. In this page-turner he recounts his struggle in dealing with

an emotionally distant father and how it shaped his love relationships. He also shares with the

reader his disappointments and triumphs. Lofton’s writing style is fluid and it’s almost

impossible to put this book down. I’m looking forward to further works from this very talented

author!”—Shelley Halima, author of Azucar Moreno and Los Morenos“Lofton chronicles his

experiences with promising prose, evoking emotion and thought. The issues he addresses as

he lays his soul bare for us are still relevant and worth being brought to the forefront once

again. Congratulations, Rodney Lofton!”—Terri Williams, reviewer, Sisters Sippin’ Tea Literary

Group, Tulsa Chapter, Inc.
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reproduced in any form or by any means whatsoever. For information address Strebor Books,
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dedicationTo my mother, thank you for loving mewhen I didn’t know how to love myself.

acknowledgmentsTo say that this journey has been an incredible one is truly an

understatement of the term. As I reflect on where I have been, where I am and where the path

is heading, I am truly thankful and blessed by the light that shines above me and within me. It

has not been a piece of cake. As we grow, we live and we learn lessons that can either defeat

us or make us stronger. For me, this journey has been both. But along with each bump in the

road, there was a friend or a stranger to lend a hand of support, a shoulder to cry on or some

type of nourishment to sustain this travel. It has not been a short trip and I hope that you will



oblige me in thanking those individuals who have walked with me to keep me company, those

who paved the way for my journey to be smoother and those who smiled to offer comfort along

the way.God, without you, I do not know where I would be. Through it all, You were there; every

tear, every laughter, every bump and bruise. At times I lost my way, but You never allowed me

to forget Your power, Your love and devotion. I thank You for the many gifts and blessings You

have brought to my life. I thank You each day for Your love and the opportunity to see just one

more day in Your beautiful creation. Thank You.To my mother, the greatest gift I have ever

known. When times were dark, you showed me the light. When love felt as if it had abandoned

me, you were there to reassure me with your smile. When times were hard, with your love, you

made it easier. I love you more than you will ever know.To my Aunt Jettie, my kindred spirit. I

will never forget the days of sitting in the Town, State and Colonial movie theaters with you and

sharing the joy of movies and music with you. You planted a seed many years ago that

continues to flourish in me. I love you. To my family, thank you for your love and support. Thank

you for allowing me to dream and be me.Family is not defined by the blood ties that we have.

Family consists of individuals who come into your life and set up house. My extended family

has been with me along this journey and it is only fair and fitting to thank them as well.As a gay

man, I think everyone should have a “Man DIVA” in their lives, and mine came in the form of

Kevin Taylor. My friend, my brother, what can I say to you that I haven’t said to you before? You

have been a huge part of my life and I thank you so much. You have occupied and filled

positions of friend, spiritual advisor, confidant, motivator and stern disciplinarian. You have

laughed with me, cried with me and most importantly loved me. Your friendship is so pure.

Thank you, DIVA. Thank you for encouraging me to “share my truth.” I love you.To Karen Taylor-

Bass, my sistah. Girl, you have been there with me through thick and thin. From the lean days

of sharing black beans and yellow rice, to becoming the president of your own successful

business venture, I celebrate the strong, black woman you are. Boyfriends come and go, but

you will always be with me. I love you.To my dawg, M’Bwende Anderson. I will never forget

what you have done for me. You have been a friend during the highest of highs and the lowest

of lows. Your friendship has been and continues to be a blessing to me. No one knows me like

you do, both on the homefront and on the road. We will always have Tampa and New Orleans.

Remember, I’m the one who tastes like Candy.To Michael Green, twenty-two years and

counting. From the early days of Scandals, to now, you have been there. When others turned

away, or had something negative to say, you were there to celebrate me. You never criticized

me, always encouraged me. You have been past, present and you will be part of my future.

Thank you for your friendship.To Shaun Ferrell. What started out as a casual hello has grown

into a wonderful friendship. In a time when others have tried to cut me, you continue to have

my back. Thank you for your friendship.I have been blessed with “other mothers” over the years

and it is important to acknowledge them and thank them for their love and nurturing. Ms.

Blanche Williams, your home was always filled with love and you always extended that love to

me. Thank you. To Ms. Marsha Logan, Morgan State seems so long ago, but you always went

above and beyond your duties as my counselor; you became my friend. Ms. Diana Cooke,

thank you for your love of not only me, but your friendship and love for my mother and family as

well.This life would be empty without the guidance of mentors. Dr. Ron Simmons, you are by far

one of the most admirable and incredible men I have ever had the pleasure of meeting. I bask

in your light. I drink in your knowledge. If I can become half the man that you are, my life here

will not be in vain. Thank you for your guidance, your support and your sometimes brutal

honesty. You are admired by many and loved by even more.To Daphne Rankin, it is because of

you my passion for HIV/AIDS work thrives. A chance meeting with you years ago showed me



the joy in giving and sharing, thank you. To Mr. John King and Mrs. LaVerne King, thank you for

healing my broken wings and showing me how to fly again.I have been fortunate enough in this

life to meet friends who may not be close in area, but definitely cemented their place in my

heart. To Regina King, thank you for your continued support of my every endeavor. Your beauty

shines through on screen and through the telephone when our schedules allow moments of

sharing. No matter where you are or what you are doing, you always come through for a brotha

and I love you. To Lynette Jones, some time has passed since our last conversation, but my

love for you still continues. To Tyreese McAllister, when I grow up, can you teach me how to be

like you? I love your spirit and take-no-prisoner attitude. To Cassandra “Baby Butch”

McPherson, you are the bomb. I admire your commitment to young people and to self. Thank

you all for gracing me with your love, your light and friendship.There are so many others to

thank. But before I go any further, I would like to thank the Strebor Books Family. To both Zane

and Charmaine Parker, words cannot begin to express my deepest gratitude to the two of you

for this opportunity, for taking a chance on me and allowing me to share with readers my

journey. Thank you so much. To my sistah ghurl Ms. Tina Brooks McKinney, thank you for

taking me under your wing and sharing with me what to expect on this new path. Marsha

Jenkins-Sanders, you are beauty personified. Our paths have crossed for a reason. You are the

spiritual reassurance when I sometimes get off path. Thank you, love. To Shelley Halima, Mija,

I continue to enjoy our late-night conversations of life, love and everything under the sun.

Thank you for just being you. To Lee Hayes, the voice that makes you melt. Your journey has

paved the way for me and I thank you for taking me along for the ride. Laurinda Brown, why did

you leave me here in Virginia? You are only a telephone call away, but it feels like you are right

next door. Thank you for everything. To the rest of the Strebor Family, thank you for embracing

me and offering insight and help. It is most appreciated.I wouldn’t be where I am if it weren’t for

those who came before me. To my grandmother, I miss you so much. Life has not been the

same since you were called home. I miss playing Pitty Pat with you and having you happily

take my money. I keep the ivory domino pieces and your wedding band to remind me of your

beauty. When I see you next, I look forward to sitting down and pulling out those dominos. I

love you, Grandma. To the numerous lovers, friends and loved ones who were called home

much too soon; your place in my heart will never be filled. When you all left, you left a missing

piece that has yet to be filled. I know that you all are watching me, smiling over me and making

sure that your stories and lives will not be in vain. I miss you all.To all the men I have loved.

This was a difficult decision to share with others the love that we shared, but in order to heal

and move on, this was my chance to do so. Thank you all for the love and the lessons you

taught me. I treasure each and every one of you.To the creative folks that made me look good

when I didn’t feel pretty, Scott Stewart, for your great creative eye. To Anthony Cutajar for

making me look handsome during the photo shoot and to Cheezi for hooking a brotha up with

the right cut, thanks a million. To George, wherever you are, thanks so much for the myspace

site.I would also like to give a special thank-you to Juan Pierce and the staff of the Minority

Health Consortium, for your support. A special hello to the folks at the United States Postal

Service, Floyd Avenue Station: Singh, Janice, Jackie, Mr. George, Mr. Booker, Abel, Big Lou

and the rest of the carriers, who taught me how to “not run a route.”To the friendly faces and

the backstabbers at Bar Code. You all know which categories you fall in. To my hanging

partners, Rufus Edmonds, Ronald Drake and Kevin Pollard, you guys make life in Richmond a

lot more tolerable.A special shout-out to Terrence Jones, I still hold a place for you in my heart.

For twenty years we shared a great deal; maybe when time heals the wounds that have driven

us apart, we will be able to share once again.There are so many others to thank, but not



enough space here. Please know that you are not excluded from my thoughts. Your

contributions to my life have left an indelible mark and I thank you.And last, but certainly not

least, to my late father. I know now that you loved me, the only way you knew how. I can’t take

back what was said, nor can I dwell on what wasn’t said. Please know that I thank you for the

man that you were. It is because of you that I am here and that is something to love and

embrace. If I have one regret, it is that I didn’t tell you I loved you when you were with me. I tell

you now, I love you, Dad.

introductionHow did I get here? My head was pounding from the bright overhead lights. My

throat was sore from the induced vomiting brought on by the nasty liquid charcoal I was forced

to drink. The strangers I encountered reminded me of the days I lived in New York, cold and

distant, rushing about to take my pulse and temperature. I wanted to yell and tell them to leave

me the fuck alone, but all I could muster was another dry heave. How did I get here? I thought.

The last few hours had become a blur. I remember hearing the words of Chante Moore dancing

in my thoughts by the candles lighting the living room of my apartment. The shadows from the

candles appeared strangely erotic on the walls of the basement apartment as I listened over

and over to the lyrics, “The world going by my window, doesn’t mean nothing to me. Why do I

feel the way I do, why am I still so lost in you.” As I sat there with my favorite bottle of liquid

courage, I reached for the bottle of pills I had stored up for this moment. I remembered the

doctor saying they would relax me and allow me to sleep. I never had taken them before. I just

waited until the end of each month to have the refills ready for this moment. Hell, if truth be

told, I really didn’t want to bother with taking any more pills on top of the numerous multi-

colored pills I took daily just to live in this hell of an existence. As I built up the nerve to take the

next step in an already tragic life, I realized that the ice had melted and watered down the rum

in my glass. I didn’t care. It would decrease the chances of the ice entering my mouth along

with the pills. So, I reached for the almost empty fifth of Bacardi and filled my glass. Chante’s

voice continued to sing to my broken heart, “as if we never met.”I thought it would be difficult to

swallow all of the pills at once, but the lifestyle I had led had taught me well. The first handful

disappeared without as much as a gag. Then the second handful followed. I washed them

down with the room-temperature rum and sat back for the ride. As my thoughts became cloudy

and incoherent, I reached for the telephone. I wanted to wait just long enough before I called

anyone, knowing that the pills had taken their toll on my body, waiting eagerly so that the

survival rate would be slim to none. I wanted a couple of important people to know that I was

no longer going to have trouble sleeping. I was going to finally have that one true great sleep

that had deprived me all these years.The next thing I remembered was the blaring of the

ambulance siren ducking and dodging traffic to get me to the emergency room. Once again,

my sleep would be interrupted. I lay there in the hospital’s emergency room, dry spittle forming

at the corners of my mouth, clothes disheveled and praying that I had followed my mother’s

advice of wearing clean underwear. And all I could think about was, how did I get here?To say

that I am the average thirty-something would be lying. I’ve lived many lifetimes in the life Father/

Mother/God has blessed me with. From traveling the world to rubbing elbows and exchanging

bullshit with the rich and famous. From being kept by a rich and powerful man, even if it was in

his own mind, to sleeping in a sleazy pay-by-the-hour motel in New York City’s Greenwich

Village. From the state senator to the grocery store manager, I’ve entertained them all and then

some. To each of them, I was the pretty young face that held on to their every word. I listened

attentively as they told stories of their lives and loves. I yearned to visit the places they

described and sample the foods and drinks they experienced. I was the young impressionable



“mama’s boy” paying careful attention to their every movement, every gesture, so at some point

down the road I could imitate them. I would model my walk, my talk, my style of dress after

each one; they were good teachers and I had always been a good student.I was also the tight

ass they sought pleasure and comfort in. If by chance that didn’t do it for them, my mouth was

willing to complete the task and carry the load, no pun intended. Either way, they relieved

themselves of all of their daily frustrations. In doing so, what was something that was once

sacred and forbidden, became a pounding spot for their manhood. Big, small, thick or thin. My

needs were secondary to theirs. Once their energy was depleted, they would quickly yawn,

turn over and go to sleep. I wanted so desperately to be held after I gave so much of myself to

them. I would reach out to them, only to be told, “I have to get up early.”In the beginning, I

found myself swallowing the sobs and pre-cum as I turned over to gather my thoughts. I would

sometimes lie awake thinking to myself, Why didn’t he respond? I just did what he asked of me.

Why can’t he just hold me in his arms?I found this scenario playing out over and over again

throughout my life. Always giving of myself, my emotions and my body until there was nothing

left. After the draining of me, it inevitably led up to the end. I was always on the receiving end:

“This isn’t working for me,” or “I’m feeling suffocated.” And there I stood each and every time

with tears streaming down my face, broken-hearted, a bruised and sometimes battered

asshole, asking the question, “Why?” What did I do wrong? I told him, whoever he was at the

time, I loved him. I showed him, not just with my body, but with my words. He felt it from my

heart, he saw it in my eyes, and it was clearly demonstrated in my actions. I replayed the

scenes over and over. There I stood center stage in my monologue, spotlight on me and

confessing “I want to be with you” and hearing in exchange, “Sorry.” As the curtain closed and

the emotion-filled show was over, I stood there alone.And as I stand here alone pondering

what you may think, I’m feeling open and honest to tell you my role in those relationships that

have shaped me today. Some of you may find my existence a sad one, and at times, it was and

has been. I’m feeling that some of you may find it too brutally honest and the remainder will just

shake their heads and tsk, tsk me. It’s the story of my life: the good, the bad, and the oh so

very ugly. The lives I have led and the lives I have destroyed because I thought I knew love.

You’ll heave of the loves I truly loved and lost. You will hear the stories of those who were only

there for the moment. But it is all, my truth.You will hear the memories of growing up, the ugly

emotional and physical scars and the hopes that things will be better tomorrow. Some, if not all

of you, will find this story graphic, but there is no other way to tell it. It has to be told the way it

was lived, every sordid and painful detail. So I will apologize to those of you now for offending

you. Please believe me, it was never my intent. It is my goal to open my heart and soul to you

not for your compassion or understanding, but more so for my own personal healing. I am not

soliciting, nor do I want your pity, because everything that has happened to me has been of my

own doing. I take responsibility for my actions. I am not here to lay blame on anyone. But be

advised, there were supporting players and contributors to my life of love, happiness, anguish,

and pain. You will not hear about all of them, there were far too many to count. But you will hear

about the key figures that played a pivotal role in my great rise and fall and my future

ascension.I want you to sit back and relax. Adjust the lights to your mood and enjoy your

favorite drink of choice. Take in what I say and how I say it. It all comes from the heart. There is

no laugh track that goes along with this story, so if you feel like laughing at something, please

do. On the other hand, if you feel like crying, I invite you to do so. In the time that I have been

here, I have done both, so it’s okay.Thank you for taking time to listen. You are about to embark

on my journey on how I got to this place. So enjoy, learn something, laugh, cry, but most

importantly, live.
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Finding Me: A Memoir, Meditations of the Heart

Richard A. Clark, “A beautiful book and a terrific eye opener. Reading Rodney Lofton's great

book "The day I stopped being pretty" I am constantly amazed how I could keep my nose in a

book until it was done, longing for the next adventure he had to face. I do not think I could have

had the courage he did and then add the fact that he was always searching for his fathers love.

Of course, being much older, I've slowly learned that just because a person is a relative does

not mean they owe you love. I hate that, and probably would have fought like Rodney did to

get his father love. But the years have taken the toll, I don't fight for peoples love, it must come

naturally. I will be looking for his book that is to come out in the fall: "No More Tomorrows: Two

Lives, Two Stories, One Love."”

D. Gilliland, “Enjoyable reading. I thoroughly enjoyed this book. I could relate to the issues and

experiences the main character went through in his life. The author details the feelings and

moods the character goes through in a way that not only makes you really FEEL the feelings

but also makes you relate to similar experiences in your own life. I think alot of us had that

"first time we had sex and thought it would lead to a relationship but ended up being a one-

night stand" experience. And who hasn't had a relationship that we hung on to waaay too long

thinking it would get better but secretly knowing it wouldn't out of fear of being alone. The end

result of learning to love oneself is a valuable lesson. Mr. Lofton has written a moving novel

which I would highly recommend to everyone, straight or gay, white or black. The feelings and

experiences are universal.”

Blue, “I really enjoyed reading this book.. The fact that it's the author's life made it more deep

for me. I couldn't put it down and read it in two days. I won't lie, some parts turned me on, but

other parts made me sad. By the time I was finished I wanted to give Rodney Lofton a big hug,

not out of pity, not out of judgement, just to let him know his story touched me. He also

educated me on "poppers", I will never use them again thanks to reading this book. Thanks

Rodney.”

J. Warren, “jwarren. I think this book was awesome. To be honest I think we all look for a

perfect ending with people wanting them to straighten up and fly right but we ourselves are left

to do what ever the hell we want until we feel like stopping. This book shows us that we all have

work to do on ourselves. We all get caught up and are not always whole from our past

issues( no matter what they are). So there is no need to lie about what we would put up with or

never be caught doin because you never know until ur in that situation yourself. This author has

my respect just for writing from his heart with no regrets and no lies. Most of all because his

story is not over yet.”

Gregory J. Wilson, “Something to Love. Being a Black man living with HIV myself, I can

empathize with Lofton very much. I bought this book on a recommendation from a friend and I

am so glad I did. Some of the events mirror my life. Overall lesson, as Whitney said, "Learning

to love yourself is the greatest love of all"”

Debantrix, “Hurting and Searching To Be Loved .... A Deep and powerful Story of a young man

searching for love, his identity, acceptance, a place in the world. This book has touched me



deeply and I found it very hard to put down.This book is a must read!!Mr. Lofton Is a very

talented writer and I look forward to what he has to offer in the near future.Deborah”

The book by Rodney Lofton has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 45 people have provided feedback.
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